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past, present and emerging, and acknowledge that sovereignty was
never ceded.
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Introduction
The Dancehouse Action Plan is a living and publicly available
document that will be annually reported against and revised,
ensuring that Dancehouse remains accountable, transparent and
equitable. Dancehouse will continue to provide ongoing
opportunities for feedback, evaluation and change within the
organisation, and share our successes and challenges. This action
plan is an extension of Dancehouse’s 2022-2025 Strategic Plan and
the organisation’s policies, which are available on the Dancehouse
website.

Creativity, equity, accessibility and community are key commitments
and strategies for Dancehouse. Dancehouse continues to deepen its
engagement with artists, audiences, and employees that reflect the
diversity of Australia.

In recent years, Dancehouse has been accountable for systemic
hegemony in contemporary dance. Dancehouse believes that the
public funded arts sector is for the public good. As disparities in our
community persist and have grown wider, Dancehouse is committed
to the ongoing project of advancing equity, starting with our own
institution and systems.

Purpose
In order to achieve systemic change across the organisation and
sector, Dancehouse must embed transformational change within all
areas of its work, including programming, governance, employment,
policy and engagement. This Action Plan articulates how
Dancehouse, as a not-for-profit organisation, can help its artists,
employees and audiences thrive through dance and revive
community morale impacted by COVID.

Process
This Action Planning is a consolidation of consultations with artists
and communities since 2019 and is a ‘Live’ active document.
Research for this document has grown out of decades of lived
experience by artists, staff and fellow organisations’ advocacy across
Australasia, Asia and North America.

Principles
This Action Plan supports Dancehouses overarching vision, mission,
goals and strategies (as per our Strategic Plan) with a particular focus
on actions and priorities which advance the voices, rights and
representation of audiences, artists and employees who are First
Nations/ Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, have a disability, are
culturally and/ or linguistically diverse/ BIPOC, and with the view to
action in climate crisis.
A key principle of Dancehouse’s Strategic and Action plan is the
priority of centering artists and communities in self-organisation and
self-determination. This shift considers the high-level financial,
artistic and logistical risks that artists, the sector and Dancehouse are
experiencing in COVID. The immediate risks from COVID are
impactful, sustained, and likely for years to come. In the face of
certain change, Dancehouse operates under key principles that
guide its urgent work:
● Dancehouse wears the risk (not the artist)
● Best practice in independent dance right now
● Establish foundations and structures with resilience and

longevity, incorporating strong intersectional artistic governance
● Lean into change: embrace uncertainty, tolerate ambiguity,

accept, learn and share failure

Definitions and Research
This action plan aims to support, empower, and employ artists and
arts workers regardless of their:First Nations culture or background

● Disability
● Cultural background (including Race and Religion)
● Linguistic background (including AUSLAN)
● Gender identity or diversity
● Sexuality
● Socioeconomic status
● Age
● Neurodiversity
● Geographic location
● Immunocompromised status
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Based on our understanding of the performing arts sector in
Australia currently, this Action Plan will pay particular attention to
access and inclusion across diversity, and disabilities both visible
and invisible. Aa a ‘small to medium’ organisation, Dancehouse
works non-competitively with the performing arts sector and other
dance organisations to achieve similar goals. Dancehouse has both
top-down and bottom-up approaches in both this Action Plan and
the Strategic Plan in addressing equity. Sustainability and action in
the climate crisis are recognised as foundational ethical principles
for our ambitions of equity and justice across the community.

Action Areas
Dancehouse acknowledges that action is required across the
organisation in multiple areas simultaneously. Dancehouse has
defined several Action Areas to articulate the broad actions
available and required by the organisation. Areas include:

● Artists
● Audiences
● Employment (including Professional Development)
● Governance
● Financial
● Partners
● Program

Timeframes
In this action plan, Dancehouse outlines the Timeframe the policy
can address the action. The following categories are defined as:

● Immediate — Currently complete or underway
● Short Term — Within 6 months
● Medium Term — Within 18 months
● Long Term — More than 18 months

Evaluation
This Action Plan supports Dancehouse and generations of dance
leaders celebrating and advocating their forms, communities, sector
and environment.

Dancehouse evaluates through and with communities and the lens of
the people that the project serves. Evaluation will be shaped
differently according to qualitative and quantitative data gathered
through:
● Surveys
● Town halls
● Digital meetings
● Conversations in public programs or closed-door social activities

occurring at Dancehouse
● Debriefs
● Face-to-face and anecdotal feedback

The Dancehouse Action Plan employs qualitative and quantitative
targets, and rolling and regular feedback to analyse results and renew
actions as follows:

● Providing a copy of the Action Plan on the Dancehouse website
to be publicly accessible

● Explicitly mentioning this Action Plan in all staff position
descriptions

● Discussing progress against this plan at staff meetings
● Being a permanent Agenda Item for Board Meetings held every 8

weeks and expressly reviewed annually
● Being a permanent Agenda item for independent advisory group

meetings (Housekeeping, IAAG) — these groups can
recommend, review and strike actions for Dancehouse to
undertake

● Seeking out feedback from stakeholders and artists seasonally at
Town-Halls and online surveys

● Reporting on progress in our Annual Report and celebrating our
achievements at the AGM
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Dancehouse will also conduct evaluations through speaking to
Dancehouse participants, artists, communities and audiences about
their:
● Sense of belonging, community connection and sense of safety
● Empowerment as independent dance artists
● Mental health and professional morale during COVID (including

supporting peers)
● Cross-pollination and connection to peers and other dance styles,

communities outside of their lived experience or lineage

Mediation
In all small to medium arts organisations, there is a tension between
accountability, resourcing, and program delivery when prioritising action,
behaviour and resources. Dancehouse will work at the following levels to
balance this tension:

● Staff level: Staff have weekly opportunities to discuss mental health and
resourcing in alignment with Dancehouse’s policies and procedures

● Board level: The skill-based board adjourns though sub-committee
meetings to help Dancehouse strategise and implement the highest level
of diversity, equity and inclusion possible with every action — including
mediating in support of staff, community or artists where necessary

● Sovereign artistic governance: Programs are self-determined (First
House, Dancehousing) and set and establish their own policies and terms
of reference. Once endorsed, Dancehouse staff and board serve as
mediators against these policies if no other mechanism is identified (e.g.
Elder consultation)

Through co-design, Dancehouse staff work with community leaders to
self-organise and be self-sustaining to their own rules and community
standards. Dancehouse understands that mediation is bespoke to
each community. If required, Dancehouse will engage an
independent mediator to assist.

Dispute Resolution
Dancehouse’s Code of Conduct and Policies are provided publicly on the
Dancehouse website and can be logged with 1-3 internal Dancehouse staff
(multiple roles and genders), and/or the Chair of Dancehouse.

Dancehouse is committed to transparent, timely and confidential processes,
and takes all reports seriously. Completing an Incident Report allows you to
record and notify the correct person in the Dancehouse organisation of an
incident. Incidents may include breaches of the Dancehouse Code of
Conduct, a near miss or injury, a complaint, an experience of discrimination,
or a comment on these policies.

Incident Reports can be completed by anyone engaging with or at
Dancehouse, including employees, hirers, users, artists and the general
public.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Action Plan

Action Timeline Action Area: Outcomes / Success Indicators
Establish an Indigenous Artistic Advisory Group (IAAG) to design and
recommend a self-governance mechanism by, for, with First Nations
dance at Dancehouse. Make-up and terms of reference of the IAAG set
by and established by the IAAG

Long-term GOVERNANCE The IAAG is established by Dancehouse initially but may not be the
preferred mechanism/ model. It’s likely the new model will integrate
with BlakDance Cultural Council and Dancehouse Board.

The Indigenous Artistic Advisory Group (IAAG) is formed to lead and
sets priority activities of First House

Immediate GOVERNANCE Co-design and implementation of a 2-year program at
Dancehouse.

Design and implementation of internal and external policies to support
self-determination, autonomy, protocols, and cultural safety for the work
of the IAAG, Producer, Curator, and all Dancehouse staff

Medium-term GOVERNANCE Policies endorsed by IAAG, Board and uploaded onto the
Dancehouse website as available. Policies shared with partners.

A residency and creative development for Indigenous dance artists
invited and selected by the IAAG

Medium-term ARTISTS 1 residency and 1 creative development (paid) per year from 2022

Presentation of First Nations dance works within Dancehouse seasons
curated by the IAAG of First Nations Producer/ Curator

A comp/ reduced price mob ticket for these works

Long-term AUDIENCES A welcome and proud First Nations dance work by eager
communities taking up the mob ticket price

Employ an Indigenous Producer and/ or Curator for First House Long-term EMPLOYMENT Aligned with the priority for the IAAG and the opportunities and
delivery within the First House program

Discrete financial allocation from Dancehouse for First House

IAAG Members are paid annually

First House secures an additional grant under direction from IAAG

Medium-term FINANCES A financial allocation equivalent to a creative development and a
residency is allocated in the Dancehouse budget 2022

IAAG members budgeted in 2022 and 23

Additional grant secured for First House delivery in 2022–23

Dancehouse undertakes Cultural Competency self-assessment annually

Dancehouse enshrines partnership expectations in contracts

Short-term PARTNERS Cultural Competency Self-Assessment provided to BlakDance
Cultural Council annually

IAAG / First House has curatorial connections and decision-making/
resource allocation for key artform development programs at
Dancehouse

Medium-term PROGRAM The IAAG invites and nominates participation in Dancehouse’s ECP
program, Dancehouse Sundays. KCA Jury. Consideration of
Dancehousing participation.
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Disability Action Plan

Actions Timeline Action Area Outcomes / Success Indicators
Dancehouse joins the Alter–State Program partnership and works
to the principles and standards of the festival to commission a
dance artist lab, creative development with strong aesthetic access

Immediate ARTISTS Participation as a program partner in Alter State in 2022.

Dancehouse invites dance artists with a disability to select and
curate strong access provisions for performance works for interest.

Dancehouse promotes and supports artists to undertake aesthetic
accessibility

Immediate AUDIENCE

EMPLOYMENT

At least 4 shows a year have strong, well-developed access
for Blind, Deaf, Neurodiverse and/or wheelchair audiences
and are curated by artists with a disability.

Dancehouse public programs and talks, and online resources have
captioning, AUSLAN and on demand options where possible and
feasible

Immediate AUDIENCE At least 60% of public programs and talks are accessible to
three of four groups: Blind, Deaf, Neurodiverse and
wheelchair users. This will increase 5% each year from 2022.

Dancehouse front-line and delivery staff receive access training Immediate EMPLOYMENT Access training before Alter State activity in 2022

Dancehouse includes financial accessibility provisions (about 2-4%)
for each project budget

Immediate FINANCIAL Dancehouse adequately spends 2-4% of each project
budget on accessibility at the direction of artists, curators
and audiences.

Establish long-term relationships and partnerships with artists and
communities with a future role for a leadership role (Board,
Community Curation, Ongoing-Staff) for a member with a disability

Long-term GOVERNANCE A board, community leader or staff member identifies as
someone living with a disability by 2024.

Lobby City of Yarra to ensure full building accessibility for
Dancehouse through a targeted 10-year masterplan

Immediate GOVERNANCE A masterplan of capital works underway with physical
accessibility the priority

Utilise digital engagement as a mechanism to empower Deaf,
elderly, immunocompromised and artists with a disability

Dancehouse will create hybrid digital/physical events to bolster
attendance for elderly and immunocompromised artists.

Immediate PROGRAM At least 90% of digital resources and products by
Dancehouse are open captioned.

Partner with organisations to support Deaf and Disabled artists. Medium-term PARTNERS An ongoing partnership with Alter__State
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Diversity Action Plan

Action Timeline Action Area Outcomes / Success Indicators
Dancehouse invites and advances the dance styles and forms that
are practiced by Melbourne artists and communities

Immediate ARTISTS

PROGRAM

Street dance, queer dance, South Asian dance forms,
culture dance are well-represented at Dancehouse

Establish minimum benchmarks across Dancehouse programs to
ensure equity in representation across dance styles and a diversity
of cultural background

Medium Term ARTISTS Programs like the Emerging Choreographer Program
ensure at least 50% of the cohort is from a diverse
background. No dominance of one dance form over others

An expanded definition of contemporary dance is evident in
Dancehouse programs. This definition is consistently challenged
and checked by participating artists from diverse backgrounds and
forms

Audiences encouraged to experience diverse dance forms and
styles through ticket deals and cross-programming and promotion

Long-term PROGRAM

AUDIENCES

Critical external assessment and acknowledgement from
external sources and stakeholders of this artistic/ style
diversity at Dancehouse

Prioritise, elevate, give space, opportunity and resources to diverse
dance artists, curators and leaders

Succession plan in place for leadership positions at Dancehouse

Dancehouse prioritises the employment of artists and staff who are
BIPOC

Long-term EMPLOYMENT

GOVERNANCE

50% of Dancehouse board are BIPOC by 2025.

Dancehousing Community Producer engaged by 2021

IAAG, Housekeeping, Sangam, Now Pieces and other
independent mechanisms have curatorial independence at
Dancehouse

More than 50% of KCA international Jury are BIPOC

Ensure culturally safe venue, workplace and performances from an
intersectional lens

Dancehouse’s communities determine and feedback expectations,
areas for improvement as required

Immediate GOVERNANCE Housekeeping endorse house rules

Dancehouse provides a venue free from harassment,
bullying and other behaviors that create unsafe
workspaces.

Dancehouse has multiple self-determined programs and structures
for artists and dance forms to come together pressure-free for
research, practice and development.

All PARTNERS Housekeeping utilises open community forums and town
halls that combat systemic injustice and address what
Dancehouse and the dance sector can do to support
Indigenous, Black and People of Colour (IBPOC)
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Climate Crisis Action Plan

Actions Timeline Action Area Outcomes / Success Indicators
Dancehouse advocates and supports dance artists and the dance
community to engage with local community and climate activism

Immediate ARTISTS Dancehouse pays for 1-2 dance artists to lead community
and climate action locally

Dancehouse has a collective of dance artists engaged and
in solidarity with local City of Yarra groups and campaigns

Carbon offset flights and travel for all projects involving travel
(surface travel, flights). Especially leading international and keynote
programs (KCA)

Immediate PROGRAM Keir Choreographic Award offset since 2020. By 2023, all
projects will be carbon offset with funds going to
reforestation/ carbon sinks led by Indigenous communities

Artists at Dancehouse lead a program, creative workshops and
professional development for the local and dance community about
the climate crisis

Long-term EMPLOYMENT

PROGRAM

An artist-led program focussed on climate change at
Dancehouse by 2023

Dancehouse collaborates and advocates with City of Yarra to ensure
Dancehouse is pursuing 100% renewable energy at Dancehouse and
significant sustainability improvements and efficiencies at
Dancehouse

Immediate FINANCIAL

PARTNERS

PV / Solar panels at Dancehouse

Dancehouse powered by 100% renewables

Gas heating replaced with reverse-cycle with green power

A 10-year program to replace LX lamps and fixtures with LED units Long-term FINANCIAL All broken lamps replaced with LEDs. Full overhaul of
Dancehouse stock by 2030

Implement an operational waste management plan Long-term FINANCIAL Dancehouse works with cleaning providers and local
council to ensure recycling, compost and glass are
disposed of as best practice.
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